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Catches win Matches

News Letter

Accept the challenges
So that you can feel the exhilaration of Victory.

The Altair
MK

S



Our noteworthy, admirable Propagators....



Make it Simple. Make it memorable.
Make it inviting to look at. Make it funtoread

The Insightful.....

Peaple who Believe, are Wise,.....
are the ones who Rise.

The Content Modellers

Hardwork beats
talent, if talent
doesn't work

hard.
....JIM
NOTKE

SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE

DO WHAT

UNSUCCESSFUL PEOPLE

ARE NOT WILLING TO

DO. DON'T WISH IT WERE

EASIER; WISH YOU

WERE BETTER.

.....JIM ROHN



You are fire,
You are all conquering,
You are all powerful,

You are limitless,
People can only limit your sky,

But you are the universe,
You are supreme,

Inte
rnational Women's Day



We've done it again.....Hurrah!!!
Class X Board Result







We've done it again.....Hurrah!!!
Class- XII Board Result













Yoga....A mystic connection..

Yoga is a means to attain harmony of body, mind and soul. The

online yoga and exercises during classes is an attempt to inculcate

healthy habits and postures among the students.



Aware and Alert (A2 ) citizens..... In Corona Times







COMPETITIONS
"Chasing the competitive urge to surge."

You can't always be the most talented in the room... but
you can be the most competitive...
SO, KEEPING THEIR SPIRITS HIGH FOR ANY SORT OF

COMPETITION, OUR STUDENTS PARTICIPATED IN VARIOUS

COMPETITIONS, WHICH REQUIRE SKILLS, TALENT, PRECISION,

HARDWORK, DEDICATION AND DETERMINATION.

HAVING ALL THESE , OUR STUDENTS HEAD TOWARDS VARIOUS

COMPETITIONS.

SOME OF THESE WERE...

"THE EXPRESSION SERIES" conducted by CBSE.

ATMA NIRBHAR BHARAT" conducted by
Mount Abu School.

"THE CROSS ROAD" competition
THE PUSHPANJALI" conducted by DAV which

included ..."Invest in India" and "Soliloquising
Resilience".

"EPOSTER" making.t
POSTAL INDIA



" Thus, Challenges and competitions notified,

Every step codified,

Tears and sweat pacified,

Achievements and advancements glorified..



VAN MAHOTSAVA
Nurturing nature, nurturing future.....

Celebrating VAN MAHOTSAV...

"When you plant a tree, you plant a hope"...

If you really care for earth,
And know its worth,

So ,to make it pollution free,
Plant a tree, plant a tree, plant a tree.

And here at KMS , students really know the worth of
pollution free earth.Here are some glimpses.



Our students know that we have to plant trees to save earth as we are
the guardians of nature.







KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS
"Saluting the great who brought our country the honour."
Educe and elicit, our heroes, through posters, who help in

the safety and security of our country to foster.



A true soldier,fights not because he hates what is in front
of him,but because he loves what is behind.



Wo

rld Population Day‐ 11th July





WORLD POPULATION DAY

On population day, telling the only way...
'To reduce population is the only solution.'

Control population, to varnish complications, as this is the
only conclusion to all intensifying grave situations.



WORLD DOCTOR’S DAY– 1 JULY
DOCTOR: AN ADDRESS FOR HEALTH AND CARE







World Hepatitis
Day 28 July,is an
opportunity to
step our national
and international
efforts on
hepatitis,
encourage action
and engagement
by individuals,
parents and the
public and
highlight the
need for greater
global response.
The theme of this
year's World
Hepatitis Day
was ‘Find the
missing millions’
.It’s a day to
celebrate the

progress we have made and to
meet the current challenges.
With this objective World
Hepatitis Day was celebrated

by medical
students of 11th
and 12th. They
had presented
their views in
the form of
posters, slogans
and articles.
This celebration
had also
provided an
opportunity for
the students to
increase
awareness and
encouraged a
real political
change to jointly
facilitate
prevention,
diagnosis and
treatment of

World Hepatitis Day







Parents' Day.....A Tribute



This is how our students paid tribute to their parents.



NATIONAL PAPER BAG DAY
Using paper bags is the new swag !!!!

To showcase something fantastic,
To discourage use of plastic,
To make earth pollution free,

"Saluting the great and valour who brought our country the
honour."

Educe and elicit,our heroes,through posters ,who help safety
and security of our country to foster.



If you don't want earth to pay, per plastic bag, use... PAPER BAG.....



INTERNATIONAL NELSON MANDELA DAY.

CLASS:-XI--XII



SWAMI VIVEKANANDA JAYANTI

From dreams awake, from bonds be free,
Be not afraid, this mystery,
My shadow cannot frighten me.

Swami Vivekananda

So, remembering Him on this Jayanti, we are inspired to be as He
was and this poem recitation is an endeavour to remember Thee....



P
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES DONE BYTHE STUDENTS:

OLITICIAL SCIENCE ACTIVITIES



Report on Political Science activities
The new session started with lot of zeal and enthusiasm. The
students were geared up and were looking forward for various
activities that educate, brighten and enlighten the young brilliant
minds. Since this was the day one of the weekly activity of the
session, an opportunity was given to them to express their views
in the new class with a new feel. This week’s activities were based
on creative writing wherein, the students of Class 11th and 12th
expressed their feelings by writing how their first day was in
school, why they love their school. It was amazing to motivate
students to come up with new skills.
As per the syllabus and the Political Science workshop attended
by miss Amandeep ,this activity that was basically students
coming up with role play, presentations, debate, discussion,
speech presented by students on recent topics. This activity
shows skills of the students and the knowledge building of the
students as well. This will develop communication skills and
personality too.

Few activities conducted in the school: Gun culture Chinese
economy, Dispute between China and India, Farmers suicide ,
environmental degradation, Terrorism and global disease
We have performed zoom meeting on 5th June in which students
participated and celebrated Earth Day in which students
presented their views. Students of class 12th H, I and J
Participated in it.





SEWA PROJECT
Communication is hard you see,

But in the end,
It is the key,

To that great relationship,
which we all want and

need.

This has been done as a part of SEWA PROJECT.

Old people
are in
more need
of being
talked
to.Therefore
an endeavour
to make the
people of old
age home feel
more cared
for, our kids
called and
talked to them,
befriended with

them and
tried to
make
them
comfortable
in these
testing
times. They
shared their
experiences
through
voice
recordings
and written
words.



NO PLASTIC DAY
Celebrating "NO PLASTIC DAY"

Showing us the right way,
To keep plastic at bay.

So, as to celebrate the "NO PLASTIC DAY", for plastic free environment,

they contributed their bit through various messages to stay safe.

Plastic packaging and plastic rugs,
Plastic bags for more plastic things,
Plastic bottles for water you drink,

But plastic causes death,
So,stop and think!!!

Our kids have thought enough....



Every Ending ........

Has a new Beginning!!!




